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Add Within 20 - Set #1
Add to solve each problem. Show your work.
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Evan has two books about Larry Dotter. If he buys four
more, how many will he have?

Molly paints rocks. She’s painted five for her sister and
six for her dad. How many rocks has Molly painted?

Santiago went whale-watching. He saw seven blue
whales and six gray whales. How many whales did he
see?

A genie granted 10 wishes on Saturday and nine on
Sunday. How many wishes did he grant in total? 

Nico barked at nine people this morning. He barked at
another eight people this afternoon! How many people
has he barked at today?
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3. 

4. 

5. 
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2 + 4 = 6 Move two fingers toward four fingers to
explain. If this question is missed, try "Add
Within 10" exercises next. 

5 + 6 = 11 Five + six is a basic addition fact to
memorize, but you can point out that it's the
same as 5 + 5 + 1. 

7 + 6 = 13

10 + 9 = 19

9 + 8 = 17 If this item is missed, you can point out that
it's the same as 10 + 8 - 1. 


